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1. Examples of Stieltjes' work in asymptotics 
Stieltjes has several results on asymptotic expansions, including discussions of the remainder 
terms in the expansions. In this section we give examples of his interest in asymptotics of special 
functions. 
1.1. Stirling's series for lnI'(z) 
Stieltjes [81] has considered the well-known result for the logarithm of the Euler gamma 
function: 
1 1 1 1 
In f(z) ,...., z In z - z + 2 ln(2n/z) + 12z - 360z3 + 126azs + 
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as z -+OJ, largzl < n. More precisely, 
N-1 B 1 
In I'(z) = zln z - z + ~ ln(2n/z) +Ji ln(l:n__ l) 22n- J + RN(z), 
where B" are the Bernoulli numbers and 
RN(z)=@(z2;_ 1} z-+oo,largzl<n. 
Stieltjes showed that 
IB2NI 1 1 
IRN(z)I ~ 2N(2N-1)cos2N(i8) lzl 2N-t' 
where e = arg z E ( - n, n). A proof of this result can also be found in [50, p. 294]. 
1.2. Bessel functions 
Stieltjes' [80] gives several results on Bessel functions, especially the asymptotic expansions of 
J0 (x), Y 0 (x), K 0 (x). One has for the ordinary Bessel functions, with x = z - (~v + i)n, 
J v(z) = (2 [P(v, z) cos X - Q(v, z) sin xJ, 
'.};; 
Yv(z) = (2 [P(v,z)sinx + Q(v,z)cosx], 
'.};; 
where P and Q are the nonoscillating parts, having the expansions 
P( )~ ~ (-l)"(v,2n) 
V, z ~ (2 )2n ' 
n=O z 
x n (v, 2n + 1) 
Q(v, z) ~ n~O ( -1) (2z)2n+ t 
as z-+ oo in !argzl < n. The symbols (v, n) are given by 
(v, n) = 2-,zn (4v2 - 1) (4v2 - 32 ) ··· [4v2 - (2n - 1)2] 
n. 
n1 + v + n) 
= 1 , n = 0, 1, 2, .... 
n! I'(2 + v - n) 
Let the remainder terms in the expansions of P(O, x) and Q(O, x) be written in the form 
9 n- l 9 · 25 .. · (4n - 5)2 n 9 · 25 .. · (4n - 1)2 
P(O, x) = 1 - 2!(8x)2 + ... + (-1) (2n - 2)! (8x)2n-2 + 01(- l) (2n)! (8x)2n ' 
(1.1) 
1 9·25 n9·25 .. ·(4n-3)2 n- 9·25· .. (4n+l)2 
Q(O, x) = - 1!8x + 3!(8x)3 - ... + ( - l) (2n - 1)! (8x)2n-l + 82( - l) 1 (2n + 1)! (8x)2"+ 1 · 
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By using a quite ingenious method, Stieltjes showed that 
0 < 81 < 1, 0 < 82 < 1. 
He also showed that 
when the expansion is terminated at the smallest term (that is, when n ~ 2x). 
For the function Ko(x), Stieltjes used the integral 
Ko(x) = e-xf cxie-xu du 
v12 0 ylu~' 
and he showed 
Ko(x)= frre-x[NI1(0,n)+e(O,N)J Vh n=O (2xt (2x)N ' ( 1.2) 
with 0 < 0 < 1. His proof was based on the identity 
1 2 rn/2 d<f> 
Jl + iu =~Jo 1 + 2u sin2 <P · 
Expansion in powers of u gives 
---1-= L -2 (1u)"+(-l)N- 2usm·'l-'2 d<{J. 1 N-1( 1) 2J"/2 (1 · 2,i..)N ~ n=O n 1t O 1+2US1Il </J 
Obviously, 
2 n/2 (l. · 2,i..t 2 rr/2 ( l.) (-l)N-f 2 usm_'I' d<f>=8(-1t-J (l.usin 2 <f>td</J=8 - 2 ({uf'. 
1t o 1 + 2 u sm2 <P n 0 2 N ~ 
where 0 lies between 0 and 1. Multiplying by e-xu /Ju and integrating we obtain the expansion in 
(1.2) with remainder, and with a bound on the remainder. 
Stieltjes methods for the Bessel functions are also treated in [105, Sections 7.31, 7.32]. 
1.3. The logarithmic integral 
Stieltjes considered in [80], 
Ix dt li(x) = -, 
0 ln t 
which for x > 1 is a Cauchy principal value integral. He found 
ex[ 1 2! (n-1)! J li ( e) = - 1 + - + 2 + · · · + ,, - 1 + R,, , 
x x x x 
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with 
[ Ai A3 Rn= e-x - Ao+ - +- + 
n n3 
x = n + r/, and 
···l 
I 1 3 1 2 1 _I_ Ao=11-3, Ai=61J -211 +1211+s40· 
We see that the remainder is exponentially small when we truncate the expansion at the right place 
(when n ,.._ x). Recently, re-expanding remainders at the right place has received renewed interest; 
we return to this topic in Section 8. 
2. Asymptotic expansions of integrals: Basic steps 
We are concerned with obtaining uniform asymptotics expansions of integrals of the type 
Fa(z) = L f(t)e-z<fi(t."') dt, 
where C is a contour in the complex plane and z is a large parameter. For certain values of the other 
parameter a (the so-called uniformity parameter), the asymptotic behaviour of F a(z) may change. 
For instance, in turning point problems, for a< 0 the integral F,,(z) may show strong oscillations, 
whereas for 'Y. > 0 the integral may be monotonic. For obtaining uniform expansions the following 
major steps can be distinguished. 
• Trace the critical points on or near<(; that significantly contribute to F "'(z); that is, points where 
o</J I ot vanishes (saddle points), poles, singularities, or end points of C(J. 
• Investigate the nature and significance of these critical points; which ones give the dominant 
contributions, and can be reached by deforming <(;i without disturbing convergence, etc.? 
• Transform the integral into a standard form by a conformal mapping, taking into account the 
mapping of the contour and the critical points. 
• Construct a formal expansion by using local expansions at the relevant critical points, Laplace's 
method, integration by parts, etc. 
• Discuss the nature and the asymptotic properties of the expansion. 
• Construct error bounds for the remainders. 
• Extend the results to wider domains of the parameters, e.g. by deforming err 
The first four points are most frequently the only possibilities in practical problems (wave theory, 
optics, diffraction and scattering theory); often the contributions in the expansion have a physical 
interpretation and then just the form of the expansion is the ultimate requirement. 
Standard books on asymptotic analysis are [16, 50, 108], the second one concentrating on 
differential equations, the other ones on integrals. 
3. Why uniform asymptotics? 
We give well-known examples of nonuniform expansions and indicate that a secondary para-
meter may disturb the nature of the expansion. The special functions in the examples all have 
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uniform expansions in which the parameters may vary in much larger domains. Uniform expan-
sions are useful in describing the transition of behaviour. In physical or statistical problems this 
may give insight in the underlying problems. In general, higher transcendental functions are needed 
to describe the transitions (Airy functions, error functions, parabolic cylinder functions, etc.). 
Uniform expansions are also useful for numerical evaluations, because more robust algorithms can 
be developed when uniform expansions are used. Usually, however, coefficients become more 
complicated in uniform expansions. 
3.1. Incomplete gamma function 
The incomplete gamma function 
I'(a, z) = f-" ta- 1e-r dt 
has the well-known asymptotic expansion 
r (a, z) rv z0 - 1 e - z 1 + -- + ? + [ a - 1 (a - 1) (a - 2) 
z z-
... J 
as z-+ oo. This expansion can be obtained by integrating by parts. What about a? Should a be 
fixed, or is it possible to take a = 0(JZ), or larger? In Section 7.4 we present a uniform expansion 
containing the error function that is valid in the transition area a rv z (and in a larger domain). 
3.2. Modified Bessel function 
The modified Bessel function 
Ka(z) = L:: e-zcosht coshcxtdt 
has the following asymptotic expansion: 
fn _ _ er.. ( cx, n) 3 
Ka(z),....,'.}2ze -n~o(2zt' Z-+CfJ, largzl<2rr. 
The symbols (IX, n) are defined in (1.1). What about IX? Should IX be fixed, can we take :x = (! (~z), ~r 
larger? A uniform expansion in terms of elementary functions is given in [50, p. 378]. The emph~s1s 
is on large values of IX, but the expansion also has an asymptotic property for large z. The expansion 
can also be found in [1, p. 378]. 
3.3. Probability distribution function 
Many statistical distribution functions can be transformed into the standard form 
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The asymptotic behaviour of Fa(x) as a--+ oo depends strongly on sign(x). Assume Fa( oo) == 1. 
Then as a rule l -f(x)/(2ax)e-ax 2 [l + @(1/a)] Fa(x) = ~f(O)[l + (O(l/Ja)] 
1 + @(1/a) 
if x < 0, 
if x = 0, 
if x > 0. 
Conclusion: The asymptotic behaviour of Fa(x) is completely different in the three cases distin-
guished and, moreover, the asymptotic forms do not pass into one another when x changes from 
negative values to positive ones. A uniform approximation can be given in terms of the error 
function; see Section 5 and [87]. 
3.4. Normalized incomplete gamma/unction 
As a special case of the previous subsection we consider the normalized incomplete gamma 
function 
Q( ) 1 rXJ a-1 -td 
a, x = I'(a) Jx t e t. 
When a is large and x >a the function Q(a, x) is very small; when x becomes smaller and crosses 
the value a there is a sudden change in behaviour from 0 to 1. 
We write 
A=~ 
' a 
and introduce the transformation tH((t) given by ~(2 = t - lnt - 1, sign(()= sign(t - 1), such 
that the gamma distribution nearly becomes a Gaussian distribution. We obtain 
This integral is a standard form for this kind of problem. The quantity 17 is given by Y/ = '(A.) and 
/(0 = t- 1dt/d( = (t - 1)/(. A uniform approximation can be given in terms of the error function, 
as will be explained in Sections 5 and 7.4. 
4. Laplace integrals and Watson's lemma 
The first step in the asymptotics of integrals is Watson's lemma. Consider 
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Expansion at the originf(t) = L~=ocntn gives 
oo I'(A + n) -n-.< 
F;.(z),..., n~O Cn I'(),) Z 
as z-+ oo, A fixed; see [50, p. 113 and further] also for more general expansions off When}, is not 
fixed (say, A. is depending on z) this expansion becomes invalid. Letµ:= l./z. Whenµ is not small, it 
is better to expand at t = µ. The expansionf(t) = L~=o an(µ) (t - µ)" gives 
F;.(z),..., L a,,(µ) P,,(l.)z-n-.<, 
n=O 
where P,,()'-) are polynomials, 
P 0 (1.) = 1, Pi())= 0, P 2 (1.) =I., P 3 (1.) = 22, ... 
with recursion relation 
P.+ 1 (A.)= n[Pn(I.) + l.P,,_ i(I.)]. 
It is easily seen that 
P,,(;l) = @().fn/Zl) as A-+ oo. 
Under mild conditions on a,,(µ), that is, on f, this expansion is uniformly valid with respect t 
A. E [O, CfJ ), and in a larger domain of the complex plane. The main condition on f is that it~ 
singularities are not too close to the point t = µ. Let Rµ. denote the radius of convergence of the 
Taylor expansion off at t = µ. Then we require 
µ ~ 0, k ~ % , K fixed. 
For more details we refer to [88, 89]. 
4.1. More general Laplace integrals 
A further step is to consider 
F;.(z) := L00 q(t).A-l e-zp(t)dt, (4.1) 
p and q analytic, and increasing functions for positive values oft, q(O) = 0. The problem is to find an 
asymptotic expansion of F ;.(z) as z-+ oo, which is uniformly valid with respect to), E [O, oo ). As in 
Watson's lemma, the basic approximant is the Euler gamma function 
z-.<I'(A)= fo00 r.<-le- 21 dt, 9U,9tz>0. 
Examples are the following. 
Laplace integral (standard form): 
toot.A-1 e-ztf(t) dt. 
tl f." f-'; 1' ',, 
• ' • : : .ii ' ' ' ... ~ t.1 -' ' ; -. . ' 
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Modified Bessel function: 
t"' [t(l + t)];.- 1 e-=1 dt. 
Whittaker function: 
t"'[t(l + t)"J'-le-=tdt. 
Parabolic cylinder function: 
Beta integral: 
I'(z)I'(},) = f 1 r=-1 (1 - t).l.-1 dt = Joo(l - e-1).1.-1 e-zt dt. 
I'(z + A.) o o 
In the general case, 
p (z)·=- q(t).1.-1e-zp<1>dt=- e-z[p(tJ-µInq(tJJ_ 1 f"' 1 f 00 dt 
... . I'(A.) 0 I'(A.) 0 q(t)' 
A. 
µ =-, 
z 
we determine the saddle point t0 , that is, the solution of p' (t) - µq'(t)/ q(t) = 0. The transforma 
to the standard form reads 
p(t) - µIn q(t) = r - µIn r + A(µ). 
The condition on the conformal mapping is that the saddle point at t = t0 maps to the saddle r: 
at r = µ, and this determines A(µ). Under certain conditions on p, q this gives the standard f 
e-zA(µ) Joo 
F;.(z) = I'(A.) 0 r.<.-l e-nf(r) dr, 
f ( r) = __!__ dt = r - µ 
q(t) dr q(t) p' (t) - µq'(t) 
Again 
oc 00 
f(t) = L an(µ)(t - µt => F;.(z) "'e-zA(µ) L an(µ)Pn(A.)z-n-J., 
n=O n=O 
as z-+ oo, uniformly valid with respect to µ E [O, co). An integration by parts procedure l 
a slightly better expansion. For details we refer to [89]. 
5. Statistical distribution functions 
Many cumulative distribution functions can be transformed into the standard form: 
Fa(11) = fa I~ e- 0 12>a''J(()d(, 
.../be -oo 
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with f analytic in a neighbourhood of R The problem is to obtain an asymptotic expansion as 
a--> oo, that holds uniformly with respect to 1J E lR. The saddle point at the origin may be inside or 
outside the interval of integration. Especially, the transition area 11 ~ 0 is of interest. In terminology 
of asymptotics: a saddle point may cross the end-point of integration. This type of distribution 
function occurs frequently; in fact, the gamma distribution, the beta distribution and many other 
cumulative distribution functions can be transformed into the standard form ( 5.1). 
The basic approximant is the normal distribution function (error function) 
P(ryj-:i) = ~ r "''e-< 112 la~' d( = ~erfc( - 11;:r;; ). 
The procedure to obtain a uniform expansion is based on integration by parts. We normalize 
f(O) = 1 and write j(() = 1 + [f(() - 1]. Then 
Fa(IJ) = P(ryJa) - _1_ fry f((),,- 1 de-(1/2)a(' foa -x I, 
= P(11Ja) + _1_. - 1 - f(ry) e-<112)a•1' + _1_ fry .e-<1121al:,'.f1(0 d(, foa IJ foa -x 
where 
f ( ). = j_f(ry) - 1 
1 IJ d . II IJ 
Repeating this process, we obtain 
e-(l/2)ary2 
Fa(IJ) = P(ryJa) A(a) + foa B,,(a), 
with 
A(a),..., I A;, 
n=O Cl 
2na 
"'· Bn(IJ) B,,(a) ,..., I -,, , 
n=O a 
where the coefficients are given by 
A,,= fn(O), Bn(ll) =f,,(O) ;.1;,(11)' f,,(11) = :,/z-1 (11) ;.t~-i(O). 
For more details and applications to several distribution functions we refer to [87]. 
6. Examples of standard forms 
In Table 1 we give standard forms of integrals for which well-known speci~l functions are. used .as 
basic approximants. We give the critical points, the coalescence of which causes umform1ty 
problems. We also give references to the literature. 
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Table l 
Standard forms of integrals 
Standard form Approximant Critical points 
(1) I"'' e-zr' f(t) dt Error function t = 0, t = ilX 
-oc. t-llX 
(2) J"' e-"'~dt 
_,, (t -ilX)µ Weber function t = 0, t = ilX 
(3) s~"' e-zt' f(t)dt Error function t = 0, t =IX 
(4) J~ tP- 1 e-z<12;2-•r) f(t) dt Weber function t = 0, t =IX 
(5) L,., e=(t'/3 -ot) f(t)dt Airy function t =±Ja 
(6) J~t-- 1 e-=1 f(t)dt Gamma function t = 0, t = IX/z 
(7) s: tP- l e-:r f(t) dt Incomplete gamma function t = 0, t =IX 
(8) J~ tP-le-=<r+oftlJ(t)dt Bessel function t = 0, t =±Ja 
(9) S: e-=r(t2 -1X2)µ f(t)dt Bessel function t =±IX 
(10) f'' sin z(t - IX) f(t) dt 
0 t - rx 
Sine integral t = 0, t =IX 
Remarks. 
(1) We assume that the functions! are analytic in a neighbourhood of the path of integration and 
at the critical points. 
(2) The integrals reduce to their approximants whenf = 1. 
(3) Different intervals of integration are also investigated. 
(4) In (5) and (8) of Table 1, two saddle points coalesce when o: = O; the cases are different, 
because in (8) an additional critical point at t = 0 is present (pole of the function in the exponent 
and end point of integration). 
(5) In all cases elementary approximations can be used for fixed values of the parameter a. 
( 6) Several cases need further investigations with respect to the construction of error bounds and 
the determination of maximal regions of validity. 
References to the bibliography 
We give references to the literature for the standard forms mentioned in Table 1. In many cases 
the integrals are different from those in the table, but the asymptotic features may be the same in 
the given references. 
(1): [21, 32, 36, 44, 82, 104]. 
(2): [15, 84]. 
(3): [32, 55, 62, 76, 85, 87, 92]. 
(4): [15, 16, 22, 41, 50, 56, 61, 65-67, 71, 74, 77, 106, 108]. 
(5): [20, 29, 30, 45, 49, 50, 66, 73, 75, 93, 98, 103, 108]. 
(6): [2, 69, 88, 89, 96]. 
(7): [68, 83, 94, 97, 109]. 
. nd 
nt, 
!nt 
nd 
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(8): [18, 26. 28, 29, 33, 63, 86, 93, 95]. 
(9): [27, 70, 10 I, l 03, I 07]. 
(10): [110]. 
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Papers with other special functions as main approximants: [17, 22--25, 35, 38-40, 42, 56, 72, 73, 
78, 79, 91, 99, 100, 102] 
Monographs on asymptotics are [ 16, 50, I 08]. 
Papers with overviews and general aspects are [60, 64, 66, 90]. 
7. Further examples 
We consider a fev.· recent examples of uniform expansions for particular special functions. We 
give a few details of the hasic steps for deriving the results. More details can be found in the 
literature. 
7.1. Laguerre polrnomials 
This important example is considered in [29l The Laguerre polynomials are defined by 
)'· (II + 'X ). ( .\
1
· )"' L~(x) ~ 
m (I'll . m. Ill . 
and have the generating functinn 
(1 I) , 1 e 1·' 11 11 ~ L:,(x)t". ltl,,... I. 
11 (J 
Let 
1 
I\ 11+2("1.ll). 
Then we can distinguish five x-intervab \Vith difkrent asymptotic hehaviour for L~(x) when n is 
large and 7. is fixed: 
(i) x < O; monotonic region, 
;cs (ii) x near 0: transition region, 
in (iii) 0 < x < 41': oscillatory n.:gion. 
(iv) x near 41,·: turning point re!!ion, 
(v) x > 41,·: monotonic region. 
In cases (i), (iii), (v) we can give c-xpansions in terms of elementary functions. For the transitions 
from (i) to (iii), we need a Bessel function; from (iii) to (v), ,..,.e need an Airy function (see Fig. I). 
When 7. is lixt.:d, two uniform expansions suflice to cover the real x-axis with overlapping 
domains. In { 29 I tht.: generating function is used to \Vrite the Laguerre polynomial as a Cauchy 
integral, and then the saddle point method is applied to ohtain expansions in terms of Airy and 
Bessel functions. 
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Airy function 
----A----.. 
r ---7 " ·~---
4K x 
Bessel fu tion 
Fig. 1. The n zeros of L~(x) occur in the interval (0, 4K). 
Expansion in terms of Bessel functions 
Let 
( 
1i[Jx2 - x - arcsinhFxJ 
A(x) = 
1CJx - x2 + arcsinJxJ 
Then 
if x::::;; 0, 
if 0::::;; x < 1. 
2" -2Kx L"(4 ) ,..., J,x(vA) ~ ~ _ Ja+1(vA) ~ f32H1 
e n KX A(.( k~O (2K)2k A a+ 1 k ~o (2K)2k + 1 
(7.1) 
as n ~ oo, uniformly for x E (- oo, a], where a E (0, 1), J"(z) is the familiar Bessel function. The 
coefficients rx 2k, /3 1k+ 1 follow from recursions. Let 
h(u) = Linhuz(u)J+ 1 ~:' 
where the relation between z and u is given by the equation 
A2 (x) 
z - x coth z = u - --. 
u 
Define a set of functions {hd, {gd and coefficients {ak}, {/3d by writing h0(u) = h(u) and when 
k ~ 1: 
f3 ( A1) hk(u) = rxk + uk + 1 + ~ gk(u), (7.2) 
hk+ 1(u) = Yk(u) - rx + 1 gk(u). 
u 
The coefficients rxb fh are computed by substitution of u = ± iA in (7.2); A is defined in (7.1 ). 
Expansion in terms of Airy functions 
Let 
{ i[3/3(x)/2]
113 if 0 < x::::;; 1, 
B(x) = [3y(x)/2] 113 if x ~ 1, 
f3(x) = ±n - A(x) = i[arccosJx - Jx - x 2 ], 
y(x) = 1 [jx2 - x - arccosh JxJ, 
(7.3) 
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fig. 2. When r;. and n of L~(x) are both large and positive, 4 types of uniform asymptotic expansions and 4 domains are 
needed to cover the (x, ci)-half-plane. 
where for x E (0, 1] the quantity A(x) is defined in (7.1). Then 
~ 00 
(-lt2ae-2Kx L~(4Kx),...., Ai(v2/3 B2) I '.Xzk v-2k-1/3 - Ai'(v2/3 B2) I /32k+ 1 v-2k-5/3, 
k=O k=O 
as n-+ cJJ, uniformly for x E (b, co], where b E (0, 1 ). Ai(z) is the Airy function. The coefficients a2k, 
~2k + 1 follow from the recursion 
with 
ho(u) = h(u) = [1 - z2 (u)]<"- 1 >1 2 ~:, 
where the relation between z and u is given by 
H arctanh z - xz] = iu3 - B2 (x )u. 
The coefficients rxb f3k are computed by substitution of u = ± B in (7.4); B is defined in (7.3). 
(7.4) 
When a is also allowed to grow other expansions are needed (see [31] for expansions in the zeros 
domain in terms of elementary functions and [93] for expansions in terms of Bessel functions and 
Hermite polynomials); see Fig. 2. 
7.2. Fermi-Dirac integral 
Let 
1 f ~ tq 
Fq(X) := I'(q + 1) 0 1 + et-x dt, q > - 1. 
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These functions occur in quantum mechanics, for instance, in problems on the distribution of 
particles that follow the Fermi-Dirac statistics. The problem is to find an asymptotic expansion for 
large values of x which is uniformly valid with respect to q E [O, oo ). For details we refer to [68, 97]. 
When x < 0 we have the convergent expansion 
"' (-1r-1exn 
Fq(x) = L q+1 
n= 1 n 
When x > 0 we can transform into the contour integral 
1 f ex• Fq(x) = 2. q+ 1 . ds, i !/' s sm ns 
where, initially, fE is a vertical line that cuts the real s-axis between 0 and 1. 
The saddle point s0 of the dominant part is the zero of the derivative of exp(xs - q ln s), that is, 
s0 = q/x. Translate the contour to pass through the point so and sum the residues. Assuming 
s0 # 1,2,3, ... , we obtain 
N - 1 ( _ l)n - 1 exn 1 J exs 
Fq(x) = I q+t + 2· q+l . ds, 
n = 1 n 1 !!' S Slil 1tS 
where N is the integer satisfying N - 1 < s0 < N and fE cuts the real positive axis at s0, the saddle 
point. 
To separate the pole near the saddle point write 
1t ( - lt hN(s)=-.----, N=0,1,2, .... 
sm ns s - N 
Then 
where Q is the incomplete gamma function ratio: 
Q(a z)=- t0 - 1e- 1dt 1 f"" 
' f (a) z • 
By expanding hN(s) at the saddle point: 
ex, 
hN(s) = I cn(so) (s - s0)" 
n=O 
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we obtain 
where <l>n are simple polynomials defined by 
,i.. ( ) = I'(q + 1) J et(t - qt d 
'f'n q 2 . q + 1 t 
m .!!' t 
</>o(q) = 1, 4> i (q) = 0. 
Higher cf>n's can be obtained by recursion. 
7.3. Stirling numbers 
The Stirling numbers of the first and second kind, denoted by s~ml and 6~m>, respectively, are 
defined as the coefficients in the expansions 
n 
x(x - 1) ... (x - n + 1) = L: s~m)xm, 
m=O 
n 
xn = L 6~mlx(x - 1) ··· (x - m + 1). 
m=O 
The problem is to find the asymptotic behaviour of the Stirling numbers as n--+ oo, uniformly with 
respect to m E [O, n]. 
Alternative generating functions: 
[ln(x + l)r = ~ s<m) xn 
r L... n I, 
m. n=m n. 
This gives the Cauchy-type integrals 
5<m> = n! _l_f (ex -1r d 
n r 2 . n+ 1 X, m. m x 
~ c.::(m)Xn 
L. -.;;in r • 
n=m n. 
( -l)n-ms<m+ l) __ 1_ t(x + l)(x + 2) ··· (x + n) d 
n+ 1 - . + 1 X. 2m xm 
Saddle point methods, suitably modified, give the uniform expansions; see [96]. 
7.4. Incomplete gamma functions 
The definitions are 
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with normalizations 
1·(a, z) 
P(a, z) = I'(a) , 
I'(a, z) 
Q(a, z) = I'(a) . 
Then P(a, z) + Q(a, z) = 1. Two methods discussed earlier: 
• statistical distribution functions (see (3) in Table 1) 
• pole near saddle point (see (1) in Table 1) 
give the representations 
Q(a, z) = ±erfc(r1Jfa) + Ru(IJ), 
P(a, z) = 1 erfc( - 11Jfal - Ru(r7), 
11 = (}, - 1) le - 1 - ln/c ,t = ::_ 2 (,t - 1)2 ' a' 
uniformly with respect to n E IR, or z ? 0. For details we refer to [85]. This reference also admits 
complex values of a and z. 
8. The Stokes phenomenon 
The Stokes phenomenon concerns the abrupt change across certain rays in the complex plane. 
known as Stokes lines, exhibited by the coefficients multiplying exponentially subdominant terms 
in compound asymptotic expansions. There is much recent interest in the Stokes phenomenon, and 
it fits in the present paper because it has to do with sudden changes in approximations when 
a certain parameter (in this case the phase of the large parameter) passes critical values. A complete 
discussion will not be given here. For a recent survey paper on the Stokes phenomenon we refer to 
[59]. 
8.1. The Airy function 
First we explain this phenomenon by using a simple example from differential equations. 
Consider Airy's equation 
d1y 
-d, = zy(z), 
z-
(8.1) 
the solutions of which are entire functions. When I z I is large the solutions of (8.1) are approximated 
by linear combinations of 
(8.2) 
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Obviously, u ± are multivalued functions of the complex variable z with a branch point at z = 0. 
Therefore, as we go once around the origin, the solutions of (8.1) will return to their original values, 
but u ± will not. It follows that the constants c ± in the linear combination 
y(z),...., c_u_(z) + C+u+(z), z --+oo 
are domain-dependent. The constants change when we cross certain lines, the boundaries of certain 
sectors in the z-plane. 
In the above example one of the terms es, e - .: maximally dominates the other one at the rays 
argz = 0, argz = ±~re. In this example these 3 rays are the Stokes lines. At the rays argz = ±in: 
and the negative z-axis the quantity~ is purely imaginary, and, hence, the terms e.:, e-.: are equal in 
magnitude. These three rays are called the anti-Stokes lines. 1 
For the Airy function Ai(z) we have the full asymptotic expansion (see [50, p. 116]) 
C. = lrc-1;2 
- 2 ' Jarg zJ <re, (8.3) 
n=O 
with coefficients 
I'(3n + i) 
Cn = 54n n!I'(n + ~)' n = 0, 1,2, .... 
On the other hand, in an other sector of the z-plane, we have 
Ai(z),...., c_ z- 114 [ e-.: "~o ( - l)"cnCn + ie.: "~/nC"l (8.4) 
in which exactly the same term (with the same constant c _) is involved as in (8.3), and there is 
another term corresponding to u+. We can rewrite this in a more familiar expansion 
Ai(-z),...., rc- 112 z- 1 14 [sin(~ +~re) n~o (-1)" ~~: - cos(~+ ~re) n~o (-1)" ~~:: ~J (8.5) 
in the sector I arg z I < ~re. In the overlapping domain of expansions (8.3) and (8.5), that is, when 
~n: < I arg z I < re, the term with u + is asymptotically small compared to u _, and it suddenly 
appears in the asymptotic approximation when we cross with increasing values of I arg z I the Stokes 
lines at arg z = ±~re. It seems that, when going from (8.3) to (8.4), the constant multiplying u+ 
changes discontinuously from zero values (when I arg z I < ~re) to a nonzero value when we cross the 
Stokes line. This sudden appearance of the term u + does not have much influence on the 
asymptotic behaviour near the Stokes lines at I arg z I = ~n, because u + is dominated maximally by 
u_ at these rays. However, see Section 8.3 below. 
8.2. The recent interest in the Stokes phenomenon 
This phenomenon of the discontinuity of the constants was discovered by Stokes and was 
discussed by him in a series of papers (on Airy functions in 1857, on Bessel functions in 1868). It is 
1 This terminology is not the same in all branches of applied mathematics and mathematical physics: sometimes one 
sees a complete interchange of the names '"Stokes line" and "anti-Stokes line". 
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a phenomenon which is not confined to Airy or Bessel functions. The discovery by Stokes was, as 
Watson says, apparently one of those which are made at three o'clock in the morning. Stokes wrote 
in a 1902 retrospective paper: "The inferior term enters as it were into a mist, is hidden for a little 
from view, and comes out with its coefficients changed". 
In 1989 the mathematical physicist Michael Berry provided a deeper explanation. He suggested 
that the coefficients of the subdominant expansion should be regarded not as a discontinuous 
constant but, for fixed [z[, as a continuous function of arg z. Berry's innovative and insightful 
approach was followed by a series of papers by himself and other writers. In particular, Olver put 
the formal approach by Berry on a rigorous footing in papers with applications to confluent 
hypergeometric functions (including Airy functions, Bessel functions, and Weber parabolic func-
tions). 
At the same time interest arose in earlier work by Stieltjes, Airey, Dingle,... to expand 
remainders of asymptotic expansions at optimal values of the summation variable. This resulted in 
exponentially improved asymptotic expansions, a method of improving asymptotic approximations 
as we have met in Section 1.3 in our introduction to Stieltjes work on asymptotics. 
8.3. Exponentially small terms in the Airy expansions 
We conclude this discussion by pointing out the relation between the Stokes phenomenon and 
the exponentially small terms in the asymptotic expansion of the Airy function. Consider the terms 
in the expansions in (8.3)-(8.5). They have the asymptotic form 
When z is large the terms decrease at first and then increase. The least term of the first series of (8.4) 
is near n = n* = [ [ 2~ I] and its size is of order e - 21 (1• At the Stokes lines at I arg z I = }n the quantity 
~is negative and the exponential term in front of the first series in (8.4) equals el~I. Hence, the order 
of magnitude of e- scn• en• is roughly of the same size as the second part in (8.5), that is, of the size 
of es that is present in front of the second series. It follows that near the Stokes lines (and of course 
when z turns to the negative axis) the second series in (8.5) is not at all negligible when we truncate 
the first series at the least term with index n*. 
At present we know, after Berry's observations, that near the Stokes lines one of the constants c + 
in the asymptotic representation in (8.2) in fact is a rapidly changing function of z. In the case of 
(8.4) we can write 
Ai(z),....., c - z- 114 [ e-s Jo ( -l)"cnCn + iS(z)eS n~O Cn~-nJ' 
where S(z) switches rapidly but smoothly from 0 to 1 across the Stokes line at arg z = }rr. As Berry 
observed (see [3] ), a good approximation to S(z) involves the error function, which can describe the 
fast transition in this asymptotic problem. We have met the error function also in the cases (1) and 
(3) of Table 1, where it is used to describe similar fast transitions. 
Many other writers have contributed recently to this field. In the References we have included 
recent papers concentrating on integrals, but the research is also making much progress in the area 
of differential equations. In [ 43] an introduction to the Stokes phenomenon is given from the 
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viewpoint of differential equations; for more recent developments (also in connection with expo-
nentially improved asymptotic expansions) we refer to [8, 48, 54]. For integrals we refer to 
[3-14, 19, 34, 37, 46, 47, 51-53, 57, 59]. 
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